The Sixth Bi-Annual Israel-Poland Workshop
for Early Career Scholars of the History and Culture of Polish Jews
Beit Daniel, Zichron Yaakov, Israel  June 25-27, 2018

Monday, June 25th
14:00 Arrival
16:00 Greetings: Tali Berner and Gershon Bacon
16:30-18:15 First Panel: Gender, Family and Community in the Nineteenth and Twentieth Centuries
Chair: Gershon Bacon
Anna Dybala-Pacholak, The Jewish Family in Warsaw in the First Half of the 19th Century
Aleksandra Jakubczak, Protecting the Jewish Daughters: Philanthropy and Social Control over Women in Eastern Europe
Maksymilian Puzio, Jewish Congregations in Jodłowa, Rzepiennik and Frysztak in 19th and 20th Century: History, Society and Culture
18:30 Keynote Lecture
Chair: Marcin Wodziński
Moshe Rosman, The Politics of Polish-Jewish Historiography
19:30 Dinner

Tuesday, June 26th
8:00 Breakfast
9:00-10:45 Second Panel: The Jewish Question in Twentieth-Century Poland
Chair: Marek Tuszewicki
Naomi Menuhin, Dr. Izrael Milejkowski: Between Here and There
Mariusz Kalczewiak, Defenders of the Nation? Jewish Lawyers, Legal Order and the Jewish Question in Poland, 1869-1939
Kinga Czechowska, The Jewish Question in Polish Diplomacy, 1932-1939
11:00-12:45 Third Panel: Jewish Education and Leisure
Chair: Ela Bauer
Eli Bir, The Student's Status within the Framework of the School: Idea versus Reality
Michal Rosolio-Davidovic, Teachers in the 'Tarbut' Education Network between the World Wars: Their Milieu, Training, and Contribution to Jewish and Zionist Education
Ula Madej-Krupitski, How Should One Properly Engage in Tourism? Polish Jews and Leisure Travel in the Interwar Period
13:00-14:30 Lunch
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14:30-16:15 Fourth Panel: Jewish Culture in Interwar Poland
Chair: Agnieszka Jagodzińska
Liron Lavi Turkenich, *Hebrew Typefaces that Survived the War: Exposing the Lost Story, Poland 1860-1945*
Magdalena Zatorska, *Local Interpretations of Hasidic Pilgrimages (Lelov, Lizhensk, Uman)*
Aviv Luban, *Bundism Meets Reb Nakhmen: Braslev Hasidism in Interwar Poland*

16:30-18:00 Roundtable:
The State and Future of Jewish Studies in Poland in Light of Recent Political Developments
Panel in Memory of Prof. Jonathan Frankel and Prof. Ezra Mendelsohn
Chair: Scott Ury
Discussants: Monika Adamczyk-Garbowska, Havi Dreifuss, Marcin Wodziński
18:30 Dinner
Free evening

Wednesday, June 27th
8:00 Breakfast
9:00-10:45 Fifth Panel: The Holocaust
Chair: Uriel Gellman
Naama Seri-Levi, *Polish-Jewish Refugees in the Soviet Union during World War II: Encounters and Relationships*
Alicja Jarkowska-Natkaniec, *Informing in the Krakow District (1939-1945)*
Justyna Majewska, *Vision of the Social Changes in the Warsaw Ghetto between 1940-1942*

11:00-12:45 Sixth Panel: Jews and Poles after 1945
Chair: Gadi Sagiv
Jagoda Budzik, *Images of Poland in Texts by Israeli Authors of the Third Post-Holocaust Generation*
Tehila Sade, *A Site of Memory or a Site of Struggle? Poland’s Jewish Memory and Contemporary Art*
Marek Szajda, *Poland in the Eyes of Polish Jews between 1945 and 1968*
13:00 Lunch
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13:45-14:45 Rachel Postawski and Hanna Lerner, *The Art of Henryk Hechtkopf (1910-2004): From Poland to Israel*

15:00 Tour of Caesarea

ORGANIZING INSTITUTIONS:
The Historical Society of Israel
Marcell and Maria Roth Chair in the History and Culture of Polish Jewry, Bar Ilan University
The Institute for the History of Polish Jewry and Israel - Poland Relations, Tel Aviv University
The Stephen Roth Institute for the Study of Contemporary Antisemitism and Racism, Tel Aviv University
The Institute of Jewish Studies of the Jagiellonian University
The Department of Jewish Studies, University of Wroclaw
The Israeli Inter-University Academic Partnership in Russian and East European Studies
The Prof. Jonathan Frankel and Prof. Ezra Mendelsohn Memorial Fund
The Chaim Rosenberg School of Jewish Studies and Archaeology, Tel Aviv University

Organizing Committee:
Tali Berner, Uriel Gellman, Gadi Sagiv, Scott Ury